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Summary

In the past decade research in multi-agent networks has witnessed a tremendous increase in
activity. In particular, distributed coordination of multi-agent networks has attracted a lot
of attention from multidisciplinary fields, for example, our systems and control community.
By only using local information between adjacent agents in a network, their collective
behaviors are driven to reach desired ones at the network level. This thesis focuses on the
important synchronization problems for nonlinear multi-agent networks, in which each
agent is modeled by a Lur’e system.

We first consider undirected dynamical networks of diffusively interconnected Lur’e
systems. A useful lemma associated with Laplacian matrices is established through exploring
the property of connected undirected graphs. Sufficient synchronization conditions are
obtained for static relative state feedback protocols. The knowledge of the agent dynamics
and the entire interconnection topology is required in the computation of suitable protocols.
The Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov lemma and dissipativity are employed to discuss the synchro-
nization criteria we obtain. The originality is that self-synchronization of Lur’e dynamical
networks is solved in this thesis for the first time. Subsequently, adaptively updated coupling
gains are introduced to remove the requirement of the knowledge of the entire interconnec-
tion topology. By using the redesigned protocols, the Lur’e networks are synchronized in a
fully distributed fashion.

Next we study if a network of Lur’e systems on directed graphs can be synchronized.
The key lemma we use for undirected graphs, as well as the embedding of adaptive gains
are not applicable in the case of directed graphs, since they have an inherent asymmetry.
We investigate the concept of general algebraic connectivity for directed graphs and solve
the robust synchronization problem for directed Lur’e networks. It is also focused on self-
synchronization here. Therefore, the results in Chapter 4 generalize those in Chapter 3
partially. The fully distributed protocol design problem for directed Lur’e networks is left to
future research.

Because (relative) state information is not always available, we next move to the
dynamical relative output feedback case. Since only relative output measurements are
available between neighboring agents, a dynamical protocol is required. Here, we do not
assume that the Lur’e-type nonlinearities are exactly known and do not use them in the
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dynamical protocol design. By means of a H∞ control technique, a linear dynamical protocol
is designed to fulfil the job. The Laplacian eigenvalues emerge in the protocol computation
procedure nonlinearly and cannot be removed by using the adaptive gains that indeed work
in the relative state feedback case. This problem is also left to future research.

Finally, we study heterogeneous Lur’e networks. Here the output regulation theory is
employed and we assume that there is an exosystem generating the reference signal that
all the agents are required to track, but being connected to only one of the agents. By
designing a fully distributed estimator, a copy of the reference signal is made at each agent
asymptotically. Then the output of each agent can be regulated to the common reference
signal locally and thus the output synchronization is achieved. In fact, the distributed
protocols form a homogeneous interconnection network in which synchronization of the
estimates for the reference signal happens. In this sense, these nonidentical agents are not
interconnected directly with each other but through the homogeneous estimator network.

In short, we systematically study several synchronization problems for networked Lur’e
systems. Some possible topics are left to future research.


